
Creation Care for Neighborhoods

Devil’s Dictionary: Creation Care: A term used by evangelicals who care about our
stewardship over the earth which God, or some source of meaning, created for us. The term is not
used by secularists who frame the issue improperly and call themselves environmentalists.
Secularists are uninformed about and afraid of “religion,” and can’t tell the difference between
progressive evangelicals who use science, as opposed to ideologues and sectarians, who
command the attention of an even more benighted mass media. With the human habitability of the
earth at stake, how we talk about sustainability needs to embody its emotional centrality, not just
its rational pragmatism, in order to inspire the deepest motivations of a rising generation with a
transforming purpose. Hence, creation care. 

Neighborhood systems
Neighborhood systems are the major object of analysis for measuring efficiency of the

geographic aspects of neighborhood consumption. Neighborhoods are small, primarily residential
areas of consumption. They have about a thousand to a few thousand people. They typically have
one or two major entries defining their flow. Neighborhoods do not include large open space
areas, cemeteries, rivers, big highways, industrial areas, and central business districts. They
usually include smaller neighborhood-serving businesses, small parks, and primary schools, but
not larger shopping malls or schools serving several neighborhoods. Non-neighborhood uses are
usually on the edges of neighborhoods, but sometimes intrude, reducing the effective density for
neighborhood purposes. 

Neighborhood systems combine land use, transportation, and transportation pricing. They
are arrayed along a spectrum from dispersed settlement areas featuring high-cost, high land
consumption, environmentally-destructive, auto-dependency, to denser areas with low use of cars,
but often so impacted by under-priced cars that they function poorly. 

The perimeter of a car-dependent neighborhood is its car-shed, which can be quite large
for exurban densities of non-agricultural settlement. Sewered subdivisions typically have some
outer edge from which people drive in for groceries and work. Some neighborhoods have a
variety of land uses but always have some degree of edge and center. 

Dense neighborhoods have a walking perimeter used by most households from the house
to the business street with shops and transit. My experience from looking at many neighborhoods
in the US and Europe is that about 90% have clarity of land use, and about 10% or less have
intrusion by non-neighborhood uses, such as in the transition between a CBD and adjacent
neighborhoods. An intrusive use affects density only if it is so much in the way of flow from the
edge that it makes trips longer. [ref.: Toronto research]

Low Productivity Consumption 
The concept of productivity is usually applied to production, usually measured in dollars,

and usually to labor productivity. Other kinds of productivity are also important, such as fossil
fuel productivity, capital productivity, land productivity, water productivity, health productivity,
and various kinds of resource productivity. It seems odd to talk about making consumption more
efficient, like that would take the fun out of it. Also, isn’t something that is consumed also
produced, getting us back to production productivity?



The measurement of consumption productivity requires considering the goal of the
consumption. The neighborhood is the major locus of consumption, where we spend the most
time, invest the most capital for living, and consume the most goods. It is where most social
interaction, entertainment, and health-related behavior takes place. 

Our focus is not on all consumption, but rather the geography components of housing,
water, energy, and transportation. The neighborhood is “producer” of most trips. In traffic
analysis, origin and destination mean what they seem to mean, while “production” and
“attraction” assign one end of the trip to be the production, typically the “home-based” trip, and
the other end to be the attraction, typically work, shopping-personal business, or social-
recreational. The other major, but smaller, production is the “work-based” trip, which by
definition cannot have the home at the other end, such between work place and work place, work
and shopping-personal business, and work and social-recreational. 

Some examples starting from a goal to look at productivity: if housing size is the
consumption goal, there are different costs for the same size and quality of house. A two or three
story house is more productive than one story because the same roof and foundation serve more
living area. If health is a goal, a three-story house requires more exercise than a one-story house.
Tight construction with good insulation can be more energy productive. If one can walk to
weekly shopping instead of driving in the same amount of time, the walk trip is much less
expensive. Assuming similar travel time, getting to work by walking and transit is usually more
productive than using a car. If a given land area can support more people with the same quality of
life, the land is more productive. 

The productivity of a neighborhood is all of these consuming activities taken together, and
considers not just monetary cost but values relating to health, environment, security and
community. Analysis can and should be quantified, understanding that it is messy and imprecise,
but also that it makes more sense than just using dollars or vague generalizations. This analysis
moves beyond GDP thinking and money as the best way to count, and considers the whole
economy.

The academic field of neighborhood consumption productivity, as outlined above, does
not exist yet. It is easy to get lost in the huge number and variety of neighborhoods, and in the
various specific aspects of consumption productivity, and lose track of the fundamental organizing
dimension for analysis which organizes all the specific dimensions.

Smart Growth
Devil’s Dictionary: Moving the deck chairs closer together in the hope that human

habitability of the earth will sink more slowly. Advocated by pleasant planners from their silos
hoping that nice words will do something while continuing to subsidize auto dependency, ignoring
economics in market structure, and having weak alternative mobility. Smart growth is fashionable. 

Functional density
Functional density requires enough people in a small enough area so the outside perimeter

can reach a grocery store within a five minute walk, and enough people for economies of scale
supporting a grocery store and a shuttle in a short corridor. “People” means a roughly average
distribution of households, ages, family types, etc., and average incomes across the middle.

Functional density probably requires about 2,000 people, depending on assumptions about
Stock Keeping Units (SKUs), purchasing power, and capture rate. Functional density has minimal



open space within the walking perimeter, has efficient walking routes to the Center, a
concentration of functions at the Center, and building heights that can range from two to seven
stories, so long as the density is achieved. To achieve functional density, be attractive, and
support walking, most of the area excludes cars and parking. Walkway width is dictated by Fire
Department minimums. 

Functional density is often complicated by a neighborhood which imports purchasing
power by non-residents attracted by employment, ambience, events, special shopping, and over-
night tourism. It can also be complicated by a neighborhood which exports purchasing power
because of overly small or poorly-run commercial functions. There is no literature on the issue.

Short Corridor Systems
 “Shuttle” refers to fast, frequent, mostly free rapid buses serving a short corridor. “Stop”

is used for shuttle stops. “Station” is used for transit, defined as frequent high speed long distance
service, usually rail, within a large urban area.

A short corridor is one of two miles or less anchored at one end by a transit station and
served by shuttles on 10 minutes headways or less and with a run time of 8 minutes or less,
supporting development based on functional density at stops, reduced parking based on market
demand, and mode diversity. 

No one is knowledgeable about short corridors and functional density as neighborhood
systems. 

Transportation Pricing Reform
Transportation pricing reforms includes many issues, most of which are not discussed

here. We will cover below only zoning reform, unbundling, shared parking, market parking
charges, the shuttle and its financing, mode diversity, and grocery store. Grocery store is an odd
label for a pricing reform, but has to do with the conditions for functional density to support the
walk trip in lieu of driving to a grocery store.

Hypothesis: Subsidies including indirect pricing have distorted neighborhood systems
since the 1920s, starting with the Van Sweringen brothers subdivision in Shaker Heights, Ohio, in
1920. Had subsidies been brought under control, market forces would have developed
neighborhood systems in a more cost-effective way and the whole-economy welfare of the US
would have been much higher. With market-based transportation pricing, neighborhood systems
would achieve productivity growth at consumption..

Zoning reform
Zoning reform means repealing zoning requirements that now force developers to build

car capacity paid for by living area. In Hayward, for example, a developer is required to build two
parking spaces and related costs for a two bedroom apartment and to provide them to tenants free
of charge. The expensive necessity of housing for people costs more to cover costs of housing for
cars; the cars do not pay their own way.

Unbundling.
Most parking in the US is bundled and provided free of charge to the user for a single

purpose controlled by the owner: residential parking only for residents, shopping parking only for



shoppers, transit parking only for riders, office parking only for office workers, post office
parking only for patrons, church parking only for congregants, school parking only for teachers,
university parking only for faculty staff and students. Unbundling means separating the parking
costs from the housing costs. Unbundling works only in conjunction with other policies, broadly
called Transportation Control Measures. Otherwise, parkers use parking paid for by some
different purpose, called poaching or spillover, and the intended beneficiaries can’t find a space.
Uncontrolled sharing of free parking can lead to significant traffic increases by drivers going in
circles looking for space, typical of public street parking in high attraction areas.

Shared parking
Anybody can use any space for any purpose for any duration if they pay a market price.

Market parking charges
Unbundling and shared parking require parking charges. In some cases, leases for the

same term as a rental, typically per month for a year, work best. At the start of unbundling, the
living rent plus the parking rent should equal the bundled rent. However, in a market, the two
kinds of rents would based on market demand and may not keep the original ratio. 

When market demand produces a high enough price, the price itself finances the expansion
of supply, or some cost-effective alternative. 

Parking lease rates should be based on bidding of one fourth of the spaces. If the bid goes
higher than other leases, it becomes the rate only for those at bid. If the bid goes lower, all the
leases are reduced to the lower amount. This avoids renters paying more than a market rate for
their parking. The lease rate, however, has to be kept above the effective hourly rate. 

Because leasing increases security of using the space, it should over time cost more than
the alternative, an hourly rate. An hourly rate is periodically adjusted over time to average 15%
vacancy or about one spot per block front. The rate should vary by time of day, day of week,
special events, and seasons, all based on historic demand. Hourly charge systems use
computerized management to determine the rate and to collect the charge. There are no time
limits and no parking tickets. The charge should be collected using advanced technology and easy
pay systems, best exemplified by SFPark. [ref: Shoup, High Cost of Free Parking] There is
towing when the parking charge and towing cost reach the value of the car. The Bentley gets to
stay longer than the junker, but eventually it’s all the same to a tow truck. 

Mode diversity
The challenge of functional density is to provide mobility comparable to a car-dependent

system, i.e., to support mode shift with comparable mobility. Mode diversity means the
neighborhood provides multiple modes that meet travel time budgets. Households make locational
and trip decisions based on travel time for a given purpose, such as 27 minutes on average to get
to work for a regular worker, or 8 minutes to reach a grocery store. A neighborhood, to function
at all, needs to meet household travel duration-to-purpose time budgets.

Since productivity is always lowered by subsidies, it is important to limit subsidies in
functional density to the minimum necessary to compete with subsidized cars, and not more than
the car subsidies. 

Mode diversity includes market rate, on-site leased and hourly parking; car share/rental;
off-site parking; fast, frequent, free corridor shuttle; taxi vouchers; site-owned minivan; and site-



based electrocart for freight, maintenance, and short-distance moving of illegally parked cars. Car
share should use hybrids and electric plug-ins. [ref: Bayview Village]

Grocery Store
Functional density has economies of scale supporting a grocery store. Functional density

requires a grocery store within walking distance that meets monthly needs. I have not been able to
find anything in the literature. There is minimal information on SKUs for monthly needs. There is
virtually no good data on day/week/month SKU/sq.ft. patterns and capture rates which define the
grocery store concept for functional density. New developments with mixed use are usually too
dispersed and car-cultured, and as a result mixed use is weak or fails. Older dense neighborhoods
are already adequately stored and virtually unstudied for their population - SKU ratios. There is
walking-based commerce in the densest old neighborhoods, but I’ve seem no analysis of the data
relating income, density, walking distances, SKUs, and monthly needs. 

The existing capture rate data is exclusively for primary and secondary markets for stores
with free parking, or based on sidewalk ped counts in CBDs. The data usually uses square miles
when functional density covers up to about 100 acres.

We seem to lack a useful “grocery store theory” for guiding large scale development of
new neighborhoods or redevelopment of old neighborhoods. Planners tend to be too optimistic
about how much mixed use a development can support, and emphasize car access.

[Ref: spread sheet for hypothetical sigmoid curve relating population to SKUs with an
estimated capture rate based on a 15 minute time penalty to other groceries. Below a certain
population there can be no store because too little is sold to support one. Above a certain
population the store can meet more than monthly needs, which is more than is necessary. Between
the low and the high, the curve rises steeply as each added population make the store more
efficient, but then reaches diminishing returns as it approaches the monthly grocery SKU level.
Needed: data.]

Store quality based on responding to local preferences could be more important variable
than floor area. Trader Joe’s has better store quality than any other chain. TJ’s gets about twice
the revenue per sq.ft. and per SKU than others. In Bayview Village that is likely to be locavore,
new Cal cuisine, on-site bakery, touches of TJ and Fresh and Easy, farmers market, and use of
organic veggies from the easement garden. [ref. Bayview Village paper on commerce]

The Shuttle
Functional density has economies of scale supporting a shuttle. It has a large enough

population with a low enough use of cars on a short enough corridor with high enough value of
land uses to be cost-effective. The shuttle uses 
• smaller, 30' bus for 25 - 30 passengers, 
• diesel-electric dual mode motor, 
• engine powerful enough to climb hills as fast as competing vehicles, 
• regenerative braking, 
• signal preference controls, 
• right lane passing, 
• wide doors and raised sidewalks for no step entry, 
• guided docking, 
• no fare collection/proof of purchase, 



• eco-pass fares, 
• 5 second or less average dwell time, 
• 8 minute run time for 10 minute headways with two buses; 
• more buses as more development supports, 
• drop-off at transit station entrance, 
• medium distances between stops to optimize dwell time with walking distance, 
• for cost control, uses an RFP-based operator managed by a development, an institution like a

University, a locality, or a corridor-level JPA.
• Longer term, bio-diesel can replace fossil diesel. 
[ref: CSUH data; Bayview Village; South Hayward papers]

Land-based shuttle finance
Capital contributions are required from benefitted properties, replacing older car-oriented

exactions, to finance rapid shuttles. Capital costs are bus purchase, electronics for signal and right
lane preemption, lane improvements, raised sidewalk stops, signage, maintenance facility and
initial parts, and office. Properties pay when developed, or they can buy-in to get ecopass.

Operating contributions are paid by apartment owners included in rent, by HOA associations
from dues, or by other property owner paid as a fixed charge in the property tax bill. In Hayward,
fixed charges already can run $255 on top of property taxes of $700. Fixed charges already
include $96 for bus service. 

More operating funds come from parking charges where shuttle is competing with parking
for access, e.g., market parking charges can help pay for a shuttle to the station based on dual
elasticities creating a balance of trade-offs between driving and shuttle access cost and time. As
parking cost or walking distance to the station increase, shuttle ridership goes up; as parking cost
or walking distance decrease, ridership goes down, achieving an equilibrium based on market
demand. [Ref. South Hayward proposal]

Most riders will ride free using eco-pass. A few will ride free if first-time or occasional riders.
Tickets will be sold by local stores by shuttle stops. Signage and inspectors will emphasize
education, an honor system, and cooperation rather than catching and punishing. Only repeat
offenders may repeat so often that something more punitive is needed. Bus drivers mostly just
drive. They do not collect fares, but will have a way to call for help for behavior problems. If a
rider appears not to be able to afford tickets, the inspector gives out a few tickets. Riding the bus
needs to be part of the community experience. Pets, small shopping carts, bikes, and wheel chairs
need to be accommodated. 

When a bus run drops below an economical occupancy, typically late at night, service is
replaced by taxi vouchers. 

The financing of the shuttle is reinforced by a sense of community, not just dollars, and
community support helps generate the ridership and the dollars. 

Optimal building design
An optimal building height achieves several goals:

-Optimal roof to side wall for energy conservation; boxier is better; deeper building can have
higher wall

-Optimal roof area to living area below for solar net zero; three stories is maximum
-Get people healthier by having them live where they climb stairs: one flight is an easy sell; two



flights gets more resistance; three flights and people won’t do it.
-Manage perception of density, requires low rise and set back; two stories is easy, three is more

doable with 30' or more setbacks, four stories feels dense to most people, resistance possible
-Construction cost efficiency; three stories easy with wood frame; 4 stories possible, 5 stories

requires class A first floor. Rectangular foundations with four corners always cost less than 6
or more corners. Internal stairwells for three story construction are inefficient for two
bedroom and smaller unit; even three bedroom has stairwell footprint efficiency issues.

-The longer the width of row housing or the length of a hall in a hallway building, the better the
energy conservation, but at some point the lack of a visual break becomes oppressive.

Related issues include appliance and lighting efficiency innovations, factory modular vs. field
build, stem wall foundations vs. PT slab, solar roof systems, cost-effectiveness of HOA assets,
comparability to conventional single family detached neighborhood systems; aesthetics of building
form and space (perceived density; set backs; push-outs/balconies/recesses/bay windows/porches,
sight distances and variations, visual aspects of landscaping, facade treatments, paint) [ref.:
Victoriana in Bayview]. 

The hypothesis is that functional density can perform equal to or better than suburbia in
almost all dimensions. 

Neighborhood Center, aka The Village Center, Campus Center, etc.
Concentration of functions: shuttle stop, grocery store, café, ATM, mail services, quiet

room, fitness/meeting/banquet room, management, security services, administration, small park

Floor plans
Functional density usually requires corridor buildings or row houses to use land efficiently. A

corridor building width is constrained by room depth for rooms that need sunlight and by corridor
width, usually six to eight feet. Closets, bathrooms, halls and stairs do not need an outside
window. Row houses are similarly constrained by sunlight depth. Row houses can achieve more
depth with air wells about half way back that narrow the building and should line up with air wells
on the adjacent building. This “dumbbell” configuration gets more interior square feet on a deeper
lot from the same frontage but has to have a long interior hall. 

With no garage, walk-access units need more foyer [entry, vestibule] space for shopping
carts, bicycles, tri-cycles, and wheelchairs. 

Flats seem to work best for studios, one bedroom, and two bedroom units because internal
stairs would take up too much room relative to living space. For a three bedroom unit, three story
construction, while otherwise advantageous, has a lot of space for internal stairs. The ground
floor and top floor do not need much stair space, but the middle floor needs a hallway or use
room space to get between floor landings. Intermediate landings increase landing area, and spiral
steps have safety issues. The solution for Bayview was to have a ground floor with a large flex
room and to have second floor living-dining space to allow passage between landings.

Water and landscaping
Sustainability requires using no water from the piped water supply for landscaping, and

planting native species. If the birds don’t come, it’s wrong. One exception can be the use of
flowers in the Village Square area. Landscaping should use rainfall, storm retention, and grey



water for landscaping. Buildings should use rain barrels and grey water plumbing.
Plumbing fixtures should have low flow and toilets should be dual flush. Storm water can use

large diameter pipes under walkway for retention and trickle out and bio-filtration for slow
release, retaining all storm water on site. Sewer mains should be tight against infiltration and
sewage flows minimized.

Energy
Net zero on the grid is possible for three story construction using the Echosolar system and

natural gas for cooking and some clothes drying. See documents on Bayview Village for an
extensive energy analysis. The system meets all electrical, space heat, hot water, air cleaning, and
air renewal needs, and most air cooling need. The energy system should be priced separately from
the unit and be comparable to non-solar energy costs. The system should be paid for by an energy
mortgage or lease from an installer. 

Building net zero energy is accepted; reduced car dependency is not. Bayview Village
reduces car use with functional density and mode diversity. By taking a systemic approach,
neighborhood systems, the fossil energy use by the neighborhood is dramatically reduced.
Walking is increased, pollution decreased, health improved.  

Analysis and Assessment
I have been unable to find good assessments comparing a sustainable neighborhood with a

typical neighborhood for grocery store, fossil use, energy, water, and transportation. Don Shoup
has done fantastic work analyzing the high cost of free parking, and we need to apply the
concepts to all parking everywhere. On my street and in my driveway, I don’t think the parking
cost is high, there is slack demand, we have patchy streets the city won’t maintain (and we don’t
want to pay for), and the parking gets good use. However, on the CSUEB campus nearby, local
arterials, and downtown, the cost can be high. 

Involving People in Sustainability: Parking Policy
Attitudes toward change can be paradoxical. People have knowledge, usually unconscious,

like how to breathe or how to walk, of the systems they live in. Somehow they find it easy to
suspend this knowledge when they travel; they become willing to learn, and of necessity do learn,
alternative systems. Then they resist applying these lessons back home. There are some ironies
even at home: people expect parking problems, parking charges, and congestion in central
business districts, where they do not advocate more highways and parking, but not in suburban
areas, where they do. Also, people will spend more money and time hunting for free parking than
they would if they had paid to park. Ignorance may lead to thinking that sustainable access must
be slower because one can’t drive, while, in fact, time and money costs of a shuttle may be less
than a car.

People need information. Mostly, people educate each other, but signage, brochures, and
web information are helpful. A shuttle may be easier, but, if people don’t know about it, they
can’t use it. In a sustainable neighborhood, there is no road access to the walking area. If
someone driving there finds that the paid parking is full, they need to know where to go to park
and catch the shuttle. Residents need to educate visitors about how the system works. The best
example of education is from Perth, Australia [ref.]. 



Planners like to ask people what they want, and get many good ideas. Work sessions help
people get up to speed on some issues and can help find a consensus on solutions. 

The problem arises with systemic change that people do not know about. People want free
parking, but know nothing about the high cost of free parking, Old Pasadena, Berkeley, SFPark,
etc. Planners often know something about parking charges, but have never taken seriously the
social process of how to make it work. Here’s how, for a downtown:
• Inventory the parking and usage in the large area to determine what small areas get parked

up so much that people start circling.
• Estimate the land value, capital cost, maintenance, and lost time for the high demand parking.
• List some physical improvements or services like policing that the city cannot afford.
• Do not talk about charging everywhere and instantly aggravate large numbers of people
• Propose a limited number of charged spaces using SFPark systems, and have no time limits

or parking tickets.
• Make sure some free parking is nearby. 
• Start with a low price and charging only what people are willing to pay, proving that people

will pay and guaranteeing the spaces will be used, and charge is below cost.. 
• Propose spending some of the proceeds on what people say they want but don’t have money

for.
• Involve them in the decision.
• Remind them they don’t have the money yet; they have to support a charging experiment to

get it. 
• Have a clear metric for success, and a deadline for evaluation. 
• If demand falls below 50 cents, the parking, or part of the parking, might as well be free.

In some cases, cultural predispositions can’t be changed, such as choices on visual
preferences. In some cases rational argument makes no dent in cultural preferences. Change is
usually at the margin, and some people are willing to learn.

Selling: Buyer education and choice
How can buyers be educated about a new lifestyle? [ref; YouTube videos, paid site visits to

screened buyers; unconventional advertising-discussed in Bayview Village]
Can point-of-sale choices improve sales? [ref: decorative elements, color schemes, internal

floor plan flexibility, upgrades, model homes, displays, brochures, computerized choices-
discussed in Bayview Village]

Perspective
My impression is that most people concerned with creation care are not very interested in or

very good at economic analysis, markets, the politics of public involvement in pricing changes,
and other topics sketched above. People with specialized knowledge are focused on other areas
which overlap with neighborhood systems, but don’t in any way comprehend it. TPR specialists in
think tanks like Litman, Shoup, Holtzclaw and a slew of others in my bibliography on this, who
do good academic work and advocacy at a higher level, don’t get into these issues. Other
expertise includes transportation engineers; real estate analysts, investors and developers; lenders;
market analysts and advertisers; retail store analysts; transit experts, and academics. Developers
do not build functional density and would not know how to sell it if they did. The most aggressive
parking reduction in Portland is at the micro-scale, and New York City tries to hold parking down
for congestion reasons, rather than any systemic understanding. 
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